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This mobility practitioner webinar from CIVITAS SUMPs-Up focuses on how to integrate SUMPs into urban planning, climate and energy strategies.

Alongside CIVITAS SUMPs-Up experts, a presentation is given by the SIMPLA project, which harmonised Sustainable Energy Action Plans (SEAPs) and SUMPs.

The City of Lahti (Finland) also introduces its "Lahti Direction" urban development plan, which integrated mobility and land-use planning.

View the webinar here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wh6IMKK_kTQ&t=

Find this and all other SUMPs-Up mobility practitioner webinars on their dedicated YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLi3z2zic1RLZ9JTvaxt_GEov3EXPPxLAM
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